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06/21/2020 - This will serve as my introduction for this topic. I am working on this now,
but if other projects get in the way, or if I get stuck at a point where I can go no further, I might
set it aside for a time. Suggested reading article: Researching RPG Board Games. (The article is
currently available on the Home / Chaos Rift RPG page on Raymond Towers Dot Com.) Here
we go.
Currently, many parts of the world, if not most major population centers, are under the
dreaded Covid Lockdown. Here in my city of San Diego, our governor declared just a couple of
days ago that everyone must wear filter masks when in public. I won’t get into my thoughts on
the lockdown at this point, or the political motivations that are behind it, but I will say that I am
becoming very frustrated with this idea of staying home. As a result, I’ve pulled out my old
working materials for the Chaos Rift Card / RPG Game, which I’ve tried to create twice now.
I’m not a traditional RPG player. I did have an old set of D&D books way back in the late
80s, and I skimmed through them but for a few reasons I never got into the game. This was
because 1. The game felt overly complex, and I didn’t want to invest the time and energy to learn
all of the minutiae, 2. Even if I did, I had no one to play with or to be my Game Master, and 3. I
didn’t have the money to invest in the expensive supplementary material. As a result, I passed on
D&D and moved on to other forms of entertainment where I could play solo.
I loved baseball as much as I loved fantasy and science fiction. For that reason, I purchased
many baseball card sets from the companies APBA and Strat-O-Matic, based on actual players
and season statistics from Major League Baseball. I enjoyed putting the teams together, pitting
them against other teams and whatnot. I know some fans have the patience to play an entire
season, with actual line-ups and schedules for every MLB team available, but alas, I tried and
tried and I’d get fed up after a few months and give the project up. I especially enjoyed putting
modern teams up against great teams from the past.
Unfortunately, both APBA and SOM have limitations in their structure that cause the
playing mechanism to lean toward one side or the other. APBA, for example, reduces the amount
of singles a batter can get against tougher pitchers, but not doubles, triples or home runs. An AllTime team with Hall Of Fame pitchers will basically railroad over a line-up full of Hall Of Fame
batters, because no singles go through and no runners are on the bases for the batters to bring
home. You can contrast this with real All-Star games, where sometimes the pitchers do well, but
sometimes the batters score runs in bunches. Also, and I really hated this, if a team traded a
player late in the season, the new team gets the player’s full season performance, and the old
team is left without a regular player in their line-up.
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In SOM, half of the play results fall on the pitcher’s card, and half on the batter’s card. This
is fine, except the cards are weighed for a particular season. If I put together a team featuring my
hometown Padres, from several different seasons, the game mechanic of the results, half on the
pitcher’s card and half on the batter’s, becomes skewed and I don’t get a true representation of
what the batter could do by himself. Instead, and using Tony Gwynn as an example, I got what
Gwynn would do when facing only National League pitching in 1996, because his card was
weighed for that specific opposition. 50% of his performance is gone because it was found on
NL pitcher’s cards for 1996. Also, SOM brings the team and player results closer to the middle,
with less really great teams or really poor teams, less stellar seasons from players, and more
teams clustered together in wins and individual stats.
I played solitaire versions of APBA and SOM for about 15 years, but I never was able to
put together the dream teams the way I wanted to.
In the early 2000s, I got hooked on the Diablo franchise from Blizzard Entertainment. I’m
not a gamer, mind you, but this game had everything I wanted in the medieval fantasy genre, and
it inspired me to create one of my best characters for my fantasy fiction. Diablo I was very good
for its time, Diablo II was epic and addictive, but when Blizzard removed the dark atmosphere
and horror elements completely in D3, in favor of the colorful subscription model aimed at kids,
I had to walk away from it. I played this video game for a good 10 years, off and on, and if my
game CDs weren’t so scratched up, I’d be playing D2 today.
I wrote my article Researching RPG Board Games in January of 2018. At the time, I was on
the computer a lot while writing and researching for my books and articles. I thought to search
for a fantasy board game to get me off the screen for a while. I wanted something like Diablo II,
with items, loot, gaining experience and most of all, a strong story to hold everything together. I
did not want to learn a million rules, because I write some really complex stories sometimes, and
having a million rules in my head makes me forget the details in my novels. Also, I saw many
hours of play-throughs on Youtube, to become familiar with the games, and a lot of the hosts
would have trouble remembering obscure rules, even on games they loved.
The game I settled on was Runebound 3rd Edition by Fantasy Flight. This board game was
perfect for me for about a year and a half. The game isn’t too complex, but if three or more
players are involved, you could be looking at several hours worth of gaming time. The game
forces a player to make difficult decisions often. As a solo player, I would throw 8 characters
into a single game, play a couple of hours, take a break, and come back and play some more.
Some of these games lasted five or six hours, or more if I extended the round countdown so I
could obtain better gear and have a face-off with my surviving characters at the end.
After a year and a half, I came to understand the shortcomings of the game. A few
characters were overpowered from the start. Other characters had to get really lucky to score
good gear, or else the tougher villains or the end-boss would waste them in a couple of hits. The
game mechanic pushes players to gear their characters up quickly, and it takes forever to move
from one side of the map to the other while doing a quest or buying an item from a certain shop,
and then suddenly you have the end-boss on your neck and it’s over, and none of your loot can
carry over to the next game because you have to start over from scratch. The set-up time for this
game is a good 15 minutes, and while the expansions are good, the experience overall stayed the
same. A year and a half later, I had enough and set the game aside. It was never dark enough for
me, even the zombie scenario, and the game became tedious to the point where I got tired of
setting things up.
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So, that’s where I’m coming from. I want to make a game of my own, and I want to base it
on stories that I’ve written myself. I’ve downloaded rulebooks for a few games already, and I’m
going through them to see how things are done and what elements I can include in my game. The
manuals I have were available free, and if you’re interested you can get them yourself. They are:
Basic Fantasy, Call To Adventure, and Trolls & Tunnels. All three of these RPG games have
excellent reviews on Youtube. I don’t remember what the prices for CTA were like, but T&T
PDF scenarios are very affordable and everything in BF can be downloaded for free.
I’ve also watched a couple of videos on how to create an RPG game from scratch. After
having taken out my old stuff, thanks to the lockdown and my lack of funds at the moment, I’ve
decided to give this another try. I have tons of source material from my fiction writing that I can
use, and I have the time to flesh this out better. You can follow along as I get everything set up,
send me your thoughts if you’d like (my email is raymondtowers777@yahoo.com), and maybe
you can create something for yourself if you’re also confined to quarters until all this Covid mess
blows over. So, what do I want out of my RPG game?
1. A strong story
2. A deep story / universe for future stories, re-playability
3. Compatibility with characters from different worlds / genres / story arcs
4. An easy to learn game with common sense rules
5. Low set-up time of around 5 to 10 minutes (play time of 30+ minutes?)
6. Pre-created characters and stories, with options for users creating more
7. Possibly, two sets of rules: simple and complex
8. Based on a D6 system, because everybody has 6-sided die
9. Solitaire and multi-player options (with or without a Game Master)
10. Gear upgrades, loot, rewards, experience levels
11. Action-based with short plot prodding, quick turns so less lag time
12. Lots of combat, with bonuses for attributes and equipment
13. Balanced and fun (I’ll need feedback here!)
14. Open-source for people stuck at home or with little funding, like me!
That’s what I’ve got so far, from a general perspective. Next time, I’ll be going into
character attributes. See you then!
Later this evening: I have some time on my hands, so I’m adding a little more info to the
mix. Because I am very familiar with the story and characters, I’ve decided to base the RPG on
my first e-published work, the sci-fi military novella Roaches In The Attic 0: Non-Retrieval.
That takes care of two big facets for the RPG, and since I know what to expect from those
angles, it should make the trial and error process smoother. Here is the novella’s description:
For rookie Spaceman Harold Douglas, the mission sounded simple enough. Take the squad
of Space Marines out, discover why the outpost had gone offline, and bring them back home in
one piece. That was before the transport suddenly vanished, stranding them all on an alien
planet. Now, they are fighting for their lives against the greatest threat humanity has ever seen.
Rating: MEDIUM controversy.
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We have the setting, an alien planet, the ongoing conflict between the Space Marines and
the dreaded Roaches, and the immediate problem of what happened to the people at the outpost.
The biggest obstacle, I think, is how to stay true to the novella, while making the character
systems and plot devices tumbling around in my head work together smoothly. Having Space
Marines as my protagonists takes care of character classes, most abilities and almost all items,
and placing them on an alien world means I don’t have to detail everything to the nth degree like
I’ve seen in many RPG rulebooks. The same thing goes for the antagonist Roaches. This allows
me to detail those aspects quickly, so I can focus faster and better on the game’s mechanics and
story flow.
The background theme might be military science fiction, but that does not mean I don’t
want to include medieval fighting and sorcery, among other concepts, in the future. Using the
RITA-0 book might make for a relatively shorter adventure, with some obvious limitations in
scope, but this could also serve as a way for a new player to get their feet wet in the basics. This
is similar to how many RPG companies use a short intro scenario to start players out.
Okay, I am signing off now. Attributes will come tomorrow.
#####
06/22/2020 - A list of attributes from various sources, including the three rulebooks I
acquired yesterday. I downloaded an additional rulebook from Cogent Roleplay to add to the
others. This one was also available free online. (Update: I am adding additional attribute lists
from other sources as I find them.)
Lists Of Character Attributes
From the Basic Fantasy RGP rulebook:
Strength - raw physical power
Intelligence - learning and applying knowledge
Wisdom - intuition / willpower / common sense
Dexterity - quickness / balance / aptitude with tools
Constitution - general health / vitality
Charisma - influence / leadership
From the Cogent Roleplay rulebook:
Perception - ability to notice things
Strength - athletics / grapple / swim / aiming or throwing
Reflexes - acrobatics / riding or piloting / sleight of hand / stealth
Intelligence - deception / persuasion / infiltration / survival
Posted by Giant Bomb website:
(https://www.giantbomb.com/attributes/3015-1681/)
Strength - for damage from physical attack
Agility - also Dexterity, ability to dodge or parry
Intelligence - mana for magic spells
Defense - also Constitution, amount of damage that can be absorbed
Magic - amount of damage or healing caused by spells
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Vitality - also HP, Hit Points, amount of lifeforce
Critical Chance - chance to inflict increased damage
Luck - chance to dodge attacks, left vague to be multi-purpose
Posted by Lamprey on Unity Forum:
(https://forum.unity.com/threads/rpg-attribute-system.343915/)
Power - Attack Damage and Intimidation Checks
Strength - Carry Weight and Strength Checks
Vitality - Health Points and Health Regeneration
Constitution - Physical and Disease Resistances
Cunning - Armor Penetration, Hiding, Moving Quietly
Agility - Movement Speed and Thievery Checks (Pickpocket and Lock picking so far)
Acrobatics - Dodge and Climb
Guile - Trick Check and Persuade Check
Intelligence - Intelligence Checks and Attribute Points per Level
Wisdom - Mana Points and Memory
Recollection - Skill Points per Level
Aptitude - Magic Damage and Mind Spell Requirements
Ego - Mentally Self Centered or not (Forces Plot Choices)
Greed - Physical Self Centered or not (Forces Plot Choices)
Esteem - Mental Liking of Self or not (Forces Plot Choices)
Vanity - Physical Liking of Self or not (Forces Plot Choices)
Luck - RaNdOmNeSs! (Good or Bad)
From Mythras Imperative rulebook:
Strength - physical strength for lifting, hitting, etc.
Constitution - health / hardiness / hit points
Size - mass, including height and weight
Dexterity - agility / balance / reflexes (zero Dex results in paralysis)
Intelligence - cognitive ability (zero Int results in mindlessness)
Power - varies between soul / spirit / inner drive (zero Pow results loss of will)
Charisma - personality (zero Cha results in antisocial behavior or ostracism)
From Silent Legions (a Lovecraftian RPG)
Strength
Intelligence
Wisdom
Dexterity
Constitution
Charisma
From the Trolls & Tunnels rulebook:
Strength - ability to use force
Intelligence - ability to reason / solve problems / remember
Luck - blind chance working for or against characters
Constitution - heath
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Dexterity - manual dexterity / physical agility
Charisma - personal attractiveness / leadership
Speed - fleetness of foot / responsiveness
From Wikipedia, based on D&D games:
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attribute_%28role-playing_games%29)
Physical
Strength - physical power / carrying power
Constitution - endurance / stamina / good health
Dexterity - agility / balance / coordination / reflexes
Mental
Intelligence - deductive reasoning / knowledge / memory / logic
Wisdom - self-awareness / common sense / restraint / perception
Charisma - personality / persuasiveness / leadership, planning
So far, I have several examples of character attributes used in actual RPG games, except for
Lamprey’s version for a game this person was creating. You can see that different systems have
different definitions for many of the attributes, dependent on the game’s specific needs. For my
game, I’d like to use quick and easy definitions for faster reference while playing. Also, if you
have too many attributes, it becomes a mess when you have to keep track of the many modifiers
the more complex games implement.
I’ve also watched several Youtube videos on creating RPGs. One host recommended that if
math was going to factor in, it should be taken care of before the game starts and not during
game-play where it can bog down the action.
K.I.S.S. - Keep It Simple, Stupid!
What attributes do I want my Space Marines to have? I know that I want to use a six-sided
dice, so to begin with I will have six levels per attribute, ranging from a low of 1 to a high of 6. I
may change my mind later, but for now 3 and 4 are going to be the levels for average humans.
(I noticed a nifty way of creating new characters in the Trolls & Tunnels rulebook, where a
player rolls 3 six-sided die and the result is the level for any given attribute. If three of the same
numbers are rolled, say for Strength, the die are rolled again and added to the original result. So,
if I roll 3 sixes the first time, totaling 18, and I roll 1, 2, 3 on the second roll, totaling 6, my
strength for that character would be 24. That’s going to lead to some crazy aberrations!)
Going along with this idea of Less Is More, let me see what the most important attributes
for my characters will be. This is my first impression:
Life / Vitality / Health
Strength
Dexterity / Agility / Speed
Intelligence / Wisdom
Charisma / Leadership
Luck / Chance
Magic / Mana
Defense
Offense
Combat 1 - hand to hand fighting
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Combat 2 - fighting with melee weapons
Combat 3 - fighting with firing weapons
That’s nine attributes not counting the Combat skills. Is that too many? Does that cover all
the possible scenarios? Do I need to add something like Ingenuity, in case a character ends up
alone in the woods and has to hunt for food, dress his kills and starting campfires? Or should I
include specific skills, like martial arts or singing or building things, on specific characters?
It looks like I’m going to have to think on this for a while, so I’ll set that aside for now and
come back to it tomorrow. This will allow me to work on something else.
Doing Things Inexpensively
I want to make this game easily accessible to everyone. My first idea is to put everything
into a quick PDF rulebook. People can download it and print it out, or simply have it on their
computer for reference. The shortest rulebooks I have are CTA and T&T. They are both 16 pages
long. By comparison, Basic Fantasy’s rulebook has 170 pages. I also own the Arkham Horror
basic card game, and the Eldritch Horror board game (Yes, I’m a closet Cthulhu!), and I’ve seen
how the card game has a quick reference book and a more expansive glossary / rulebook. That
might come in as an example, if I need it. For the moment, I’m going to try to make the game
rules evident through the game-play of my RITA-0 inspired adventure. Additional scenarios I
create in the future might have a basic premise page to take care of anything out of the norm.
I’ve seen how my Runebound game changes some rules around depending on what expansion
I’m about to play, and how additional abilities and runes are added by expansion characters. That
sounds like a good idea, if I can make it fly.
Normally, I like polished game materials and lots of cool artwork. Original maps would be
really nice to have. I might look into those aspects later, once I have the game mechanics ready.
This is similar to the way I get artwork or images ready for my book covers, and I’ve seen how
some Youtubers are doing innovative things to breathe life into their RPG ideas, especially kids
with magic markers and big imaginations. Also, I want to make this affordable, and if possible to
get people started with items they might already have around the house. One of the easiest and
also most inventive ideas I’ve seen is when people use regular Poker playing cards and give them
new identities to create characters and concepts for RPG game-play.
To that end, I will probably set the stats for my pre-created characters onto a regular sheet
of paper and save that as a PDF or a PNG for zooming in and out. My idea is to have players
copy the stats onto 3x5 cards. Maybe my world rules and adventure scenarios will also fit onto
3x5 cards, so they’ll be easy to sort through if you have a small filing box and tabs for them.
Using the cards will help when keeping track of attribute changes and experience points.
When I used to play Diablo II, and it’s Mod By Laz named Median, I had two notebooks
showing character skill trees and builds, and I also had 3x5 cards for runewords and crafting
recipes. If my character was getting close to, let’s say, level 30 (which was a big deal, by the
way), I would take out all of the runewords for levels 30 through 40 and see which ones I could
use to create better armor or weapons. Also, I can’t remember which card game this was, but it
had location cards that could also be used to create random maps the characters had to move
through. (Update: the game was Gloom Of Kilforth, which I researched while trying to find the
perfect RPG board game.) So, using 3x5 cards could potentially reduce the need for a rulebook,
and they can be used for character sheets, weapon lists, scenarios, world rules and maps.
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That’s all I’ve got for tonight. Tomorrow I will look more in depth into character attributes
and what they will mean for my in-progress RPG game.
#####
06/23/2020 - Character Attributes Continued.
This is the third attempt I’ve made to get this game off the ground. In my second attempt, I
put together a list of attributes I thought I might need. Here they are:
Life
Mana
Leadership
Speed
Hand To Hand Combat
Ranged Weapons
Defense
The tough part here is that I’m trying to think for what I could be adding down the road.
Already, I can see that I need to add intelligence and melee weapon combat to my list. Some of
my stories feature characters that have magical or psychic skills, and even in my novella RITA 0,
I have a Marine Private named Dempsey who every once in a while has a lucky break that ends
up benefiting not only him but his fellow Marines. The good thing is that index cards come with
a title line and ten lines below that. If I can use half of that space for attributes, I can add some
background info for the characters on the other side.
What attributes are essential to my game idea?
Health / Life / Vitality - I think I want to call this attribute Health. If a character’s Health
drops to zero, the character is dead.
Strength - Do I need Strength? How often do my characters need to use brute muscle to get
something done? In RITA 0, my characters have to dig a grave early on, for a deceased Marine.
Does digging a grave drop their Strength or can it affect their Health instead? I don’t need to use
Strength for fighting power, because I have that covered in Combat 1: Hand To Hand Combat.
I’m going to hold off on adding Strength because initially I don’t think I’ll need it much.
Dexterity - This is another one that is iffy. If I’m using Dexterity for how well a character
handles a weapon, such as a bow, I can defer that over to Combat 3: Firing Weapons. In real life,
it takes a combination of strength and manual dexterity to master a bow, not to mention a good
dose of intelligence and stealth. If I add Dexterity, I will probably have to add Strength, and then
we get into the micromanaging weapons mess I was hoping to avoid. I’m going to take a twenty
minute break now to think this over.
I’m back. I’m going to pass over Strength and Dexterity for now and come back to them
once I’ve gone through the rest of my potential attributes.
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Intelligence - I need Intelligence. Characters with higher Intelligence will be able to re-roll,
possibly, and figure things out that less intelligence characters can’t. This will come into play in
my first scenario, where a couple of smart guys advance the plot simply by figuring things out.
Leadership - This is another important attribute. The Staff Sergeant in charge of my squad
of Space Marines will make critical decisions that will save lives. Leadership won’t mean that
anyone can just take charge of any old group. It means that if the group has similar training and
friendship bonds, such as Space Marines, they will work together smoother and have each
other’s backs. Leadership will most likely increase Defense and Offense.
Speed - This will take me back into the Strength and Dexterity mess. I don’t want Speed for
weapons handling. I want it for travel time, as in the time it takes a speedier character to move
across the game board, compared to a slower character. In some cases, Speed will get someone
past danger, but I don’t want to equate Speed with Stealth. Speed is for movement, basically.
Okay, let me list what I have so far regarding physical attributes:
Health
Strength (maybe)
Dexterity (maybe)
Intelligence
Leadership
Speed / Movement
I’m wondering if I can combine Strength and Dexterity into something like Athleticism.
Also, other words for Speed include Pace and Tempo. Next, I’ll cover the magical aspects.
Magic / Mana - Throughout most of my fiction, most of my characters have a limited
amount of magical skills. Two of my favorite characters are the Valkyrie Dobrynia and the dwarf
Tekkin.
Thanks to her loyal service, the god Odin has blessed Dobrynia with several magic
attributes. She is immortal and remains at her age of about twenty-five forever. She possesses the
strength of a very strong man times three, she can change into a raven or a wolf, she can heal
herself or others, and every once in a while, if the circumstances are in her favor, she can go into
God Mode and battle the gods of various worlds.
In contrast, dwarf Tekkin’s back-story is still shrouded in mystery. We know he can teleport
at will to any place he’s been to before, and he can take one person with him at a time. He can
create small but potent lightning balls and fire balls, and he can do all manner of magic tricks to
entertain at a party, including ventriloquism, juggling lights and changing into a frog for short
durations. Tekkin also has a magical storage place that’s about the size of a small trailer, roughly
five feet wide by five feet high by eight feet deep, where he can store pretty much anything,
including live rabbits for a hat trick, weapons to outfit a small platoon or even warm pizzas for a
short time. The storage place can be moved around, but Tekkin usually keeps it behind one ear.
He can get stuff that is up front right away, but for stuff further back he has to pull everything
out and take inventory.
That’s the kind of magic I have to start with, for a future scenario. The Magic attribute will
not factor in yet, but I want to set a loose rule for it already. At this time, Magic stands for the
amount of mana a sorcerer has available to them on a specific world. The higher the number, the
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more times a magic user can regularly recast their spells. For this first scenario, planet Lesenia is
a low magic world. If either Dobrynia or Tekkin ever find their way to it, their magical abilities
will be severely hampered. Dobrynia will take much longer to heal herself, she can change into a
raven for long periods of time and into a wolf for very short periods, while Tekkin can still
teleport around but most of his other magic skills will be basic magic tricks and not harmful for
enemies. In high magic worlds, Dobrynia can reach God Mode and call lightning strikes from the
heavens, while Tekkin can create fireballs as big as he is and lob them into a field of battle. The
Magic attribute level is for a normal or medium level magic world.
X-Factor - This will represent the luck / chance / psychic angle. I’ve seen some rulebooks
that have a plus and minus chart for their Luck level, making some characters lucky and some
unlucky. I don’t think I have any fictional characters that are constantly unlucky, but then again,
I’ve seen how the worst case scenario works out in the Game Of Thrones series from HBO. The
characters on that show were lucky if their Luck factor was set at even or average, with people
like stalwart Ned pulling the Danger card nearly every time he made a big decision. One of my
characters in the RITA 0 novella does have a lucky streak, so I will try to factor that into this first
rough draft scenario I’m creating.
My two supernatural attributes will be:
Magic
X-Factor
Now I can move on to combat skills. I have three levels of possible fighting for this game.
They are hand to hand fighting, fighting with melee weapons, and fighting with firing weapons.
For one on one, my squad of Space Marines has fighting skills from basic fighting to brawling to
the Staff Sergeant’s black belt in Marine Corps Martial Arts. The range would be from 3 to 6 on
a 6 tier system. Even the less able Marines have been trained in arm-locks and chokeholds.
Melee weapons take up a very wide range. Space Marines all carry K-Bar knives for close
quarters fighting, that can also be mounted on their Spitfire rifles to form bayonets. The Combat
2: Melee Weapons rating will reflect their mastery of that specific knife. For all other weapons
my characters might pick up, such as a medieval axe or a ritual dagger, they will be rated at the 3
or 4 level average, in conjunction with their Athleticism rating. A civilian picking up a mace for
the first time would likely get a rating of 2 or 3.
Combat 3: Firing weapons, could mean a lot of things as well. The Space Marines are
issued Spitfire plasma rifles, so their C3 rating will be based on their mastery of them. My other
character Dobrynia has mastered the hunting bow and war bow, so she’ll be rated on her use of
the bow. The Space Marines are highly unlikely to use bows, and Dobrynia will never pick up a
gun or rifle, but if they do end up with unlikely firing weapons, as opposed to melee weapons,
their ratings will be on the low 1 to 2 end.
I will have to state on each character outline what their specific training and favorite
weapons are. If I throw a set of characters from one adventure into a zombie apocalypse,
however, the characters might end up grabbing whatever weapon is at hand, but that will be
specified in the scenario introduction.
My three levels for combat are:
Combat 1: Hand To Hand Combat (C1H)
Combat 2: Melee Weapons (C2M)
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Combat 3: Firing Weapons (C3F)
My Semi-Finalized List Of Attributes
Health - life points / vitality
Athleticism - physical training
Intelligence - ability to reason
Leadership - ability to bring the best out of subordinates
Pace - movement speed, alone or as a group
Magic - mana pool for casting
X-Factor - random chance
Defense - ability to avoid or absorb damage
Combat 1: Hand To Hand Combat (C1H)
Combat 2: Melee Weapons (C2M)
Combat 3: Firing Weapons (C3F)
You know, I forgot to add one. That would be Defense, as in a character’s ability to defend
themselves. The low of 1 would be the person who forgets to cover their face when a punch is
coming at them, and the high of 6 is for MMA types who can stay on their feet after taking a
solid punch to the jaw. I’ve added Defense just above the Combat types.
Also, some weapons or armors will add points to Defense and Combat, but not for
everyone. An average guy picking up a shield will probably get a boost of 1 to his defense, while
a character with higher Intelligence, Athleticism or Combat might get 2 or even 3 points. A
fighting staff could be just a long stick to a novice, or a defensive and offensive weapon of
vengeance in the hands of an expert.
I have 11 total attributes. This is more than I originally wanted, which was around five or
six. After having gone through the lists and explanations, I think 11 just about covers all, I hope,
of what I will need for this game. How am I going to lay these attributes down on my 3x5 cards?
Here is my proposed layout for attributes only, abbreviated and with sample numbers. Character
names, ranks and specialties will come next.
Line 1 (the red line on top): Character Name
2. HLTH (or LIFE): 5
3. ATHL: 5
4. INTL: 5
5. LEAD: 5
6. PACE: 5
7. MAG (or MANA): 5
8. X-FAC: 5
9. DEF: 5
10. C1H C2M C3F (or H2H MELE FIRE)
11. 5 5
5
Lines 2 through 9 will be set on the left edge of the card. Lines 10 and 11 will be spread out
on the left half of the card. The right side of the card will be left blank. Alternatively, I could
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write out the full Attribute (Health, Intelligence, etc...), but I’m trying to save myself, and you,
some finger cramps in jotting this all down.
I might change a couple of the Attribute labels around before they’re finalized. That’s why I
included the alternate options.
I think I’m going to stop there for today. Tomorrow I will get into writing down character
names and the layout for the right side of the index cards. Most RPG games use character sheets
or simply blank sheets of paper. I like the 3x5 card idea because it keeps everything compact,
and also, the entire other side of the card is available for notes. Once I have that taken care of, I
can start putting together stats and specialties for my Space Marines!
See you next time!
#####
06/24/2020 - RITA 0 Human Characters
I worked on my article Researching RPG Board Games this morning. I hadn’t realized there
was no conclusion to it until I read the entire thing. Hopefully, that will be finished in a day or
two and posted on the Home / Chaos Rift RPG page of my site Raymond Towers Dot Com.
I’ve already watched a couple dozen Youtube videos and downloaded... Let me count
them... Close to 20 rulebooks for different games. If anyone is interested, I’ll start up a Sources
page at the end of this article, listing the most helpful resources I’ve come across.
These are the names for the human characters from RITA 0:
Space Corps Personnel:
Spaceman Tennard
Spaceman Douglas
Space Marines:
Staff Sergeant James P. Renquist
Private First Class Brenda Davis (F, NEG)
Private Richard Brickwell
Private Kevin ‘Dumpster’ Dempsey
Private Raymond Dobson
Private Scott Finn
Private Bryan ‘Numbnutts’ Knotts
Private Alvin Mason
Private Angel Menden (HIS)
Private Kenneth Neelson
Private Jacob ‘Rube’ Rubalcava (HIS)
Private Robert ‘Straw’ Strawberry (NEG)
Private Troy ‘Zachs’ Zachary
I’ve already posted a 3x5 template for how I envision the attributes to be listed. As far as the
right half of the index card, I don’t really want people to jot down the character bios because
those will be found elsewhere, and they’ll probably only be used for reference anyway. Instead,
for now I’ll leave that portion blank. Players can write game-play changes on those empty lines,
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such as experiences gained, weapons found, etc. Also, by cutting a 3x5 card in half, I can create
smaller cards for items and plot devices.
It’s time to crunch some numbers for the human characters listed above. I’m going to do
that on a separate sheet. I’ll come back here when I’m done to note if I had any trouble coming
up with the bios and attributes.
I’m back again. I’ve created a list of all human characters in the RITA 0 novella, and their
individual attributes. I watched a really crappy video by 5 Minute Tabletop earlier. About the
only good thing I got from it was the idea that some of my innovations might not work well the
first time. I might have to tinker with the numbers I assigned to the characters, and with the
mechanism I have in mind for making them work in game-play. Once I have a working model, I
want to ask people reading this to try out a few combat scenes and give me feedback.
Tomorrow, I am going to add attributes for the alien beings from the RITA book, and if I
can, I’ll finalize my RPG board games article and post that on my site.
Right now, I’m going to read more of the short T&T rulebook.
#####
06/25/2020 - Non-Human Characters
This is a quick list, since the novella only has two types of alien creatures: the evil Roaches
and the pacifist Wehnteweisell. I’ll go a little deeper into the details of each on the Characters &
Equipment PDF document, available on Raymond Towers Dot Com / Home / Chaos Rift RPG.
Roach Types:
Battle Roaches
Scientists
Workers
Other Non-Human Species:
Wehnteweisell
In a short while, I’m going to calculate the stats for the non-human characters. Once that’s
done, I’ll start working on the dynamics for combat.
Earlier this morning, I made a final edit on my article Researching Tabletop RGP Games.
The article is done and it has a cover picture. The picture is okay, but I’m going to look for a
better one on Pixabay. Once I have it I will post the article on the Chaos Rift RGP page.
Here is a list of the stuff I’ve prepared that you can freely download:
Creation Of The Chaos Rift RPG Game (the PDF you’re reading now, updated often)
Chaos Rift RPG Characters And Equipment
3x5 Index Card RGP Template
This list will grow as I get into more specifics for the game.
I’ve read two RPG rulebooks so far. One is titled Tunnels & Trolls rulebook. Flying Buffalo
Inc produced it. I got this rulebook through the DriveThruRPG website, but I did have to sign up
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first. This rulebook contains 5 pages of simplified rules followed by two mini-adventures set up
like a Choose Your Own Path book. I haven’t played the adventures yet, but I want to do it later
today, probably before I get into the combat details for my game.
The second rulebook I read is Call To Adventure 2nd Edition. I’ll post a link to where I got
it in the Sources section, because I don’t remember offhand. This RPG game turned out to be
more of the deck-building type. It looks okay at first glance, but it isn’t what I’m personally
looking for. You can check it out for yourself and see if you like it.
Update: I played through the first T&T scenario, titled Goblin Lake. It was an okay, basic
introduction type scenario. I did not completely understand the purpose of the Saving Rolls in the
game, so I watched a game-play video on Youtube titled T&T - Naked Doom. I’ll add that to my
Sources for reference. Now that I’ve watched the video, I’m going to replay the Goblin Lake
scenario one more time.
Update: On the second replay, I swam into a tentacle monster by the lake. It had 78 hit
points to my 14, so I pretty much ate it, as in, I got crunched. I did like some aspects of this
scenario, and the game in general, but I did not like having to scroll back and forth through the
pages while trying to find the next paragraph in the sequence. This is something I am going to try
to avoid in the game I’m putting together.
I did find a neat picture featuring Lego evil warriors standing on a Dungeons & Dragons
character sheet. I’ve put that on my Research article as the cover pic. I’m heading online now to
post the article on the Home / Chaos Rift RPG page. The article is 19 pages long and I’ll make
available free.
Update: I started reading another rulebook. This one is titled Mythras Imperative by The
Design Mechanism. It is 40 pages long and contains its own set of attributes. I am going to add
these to the Attribute lists from a few days ago.
#####
06/27/2020 - Combat Systems
I spent yesterday watching a few videos and working on the Characters and Equipment list.
Today I’m looking at different combat systems in RPG games.
My first impression of a combat system goes like this, based on the idea of a solo player
playing multiple heroes. When the characters are chosen and become part of a squad or team, I
want to add the combat stats together and come up with an average ahead of time. If I’m playing
as two heroes, the main attributes I’m looking at are Health, Defense and Combat 3: Firing
Weapons for both my heroes and the Roaches. If something changes while combat is taking
place, I might need to know the average for Combat 1 and 2 as well.
We need to find out who strikes first. When the encounter happens, the solo player rolls one
dice, and then rolls again for the attackers. Whoever gets the higher number has the initiative. If
there is more than one player, the players roll the dice in turn order first, before the attacker. The
person with the highest number can go first, and play proceeds clockwise in normal turn order,
with the attackers either going first or last depending on who has the initiative.
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Let’s say I’m Player A, playing as 3 heroes and the Roaches are my opponents. If I have the
initiative and strike first, I get my average for Combat 3. I added up the C3 numbers for my three
heroes and divide by 3. If my average is 5 or 6, I have the highest chance to get past the Roach
defense and do some damage. If my average is 3 or 4, I have less chance, and if my average is 1
or 2, I’m not likely to get past the Roach defenses. Say my average is 4, and combined Roach
defense is 6. My 4 average means I have a chance to hit the Roaches for 4 damage. Now, how
much of that damage gets through their 6 defense? One dice is rolled to find out how many
damage points went through. I’m going to have to create a chart for that.
Update: Man, creating that chart was a pain! I have it on PDF. Now I need to choose a
couple of characters and make them rumble with each other to see how many rounds a combat
event will take. I think that tomorrow morning I will come up with a sequence of combat actions,
so that means I’ll have to start my official rulebook. Nice!
#####
06/30/2020 - Quick Update
I’ve been working on the documents and charts, so that is why I don’t have any new entries.
I just finished reading a rulebook titled Mythras Imperative, and I started another one called Fate
Accelerated. That Fate one... I don’t know about that one. It’s a really simplified system and it
looks like it was geared toward junior high kids. So, I’m skipping it at 15 pages in. Next! All
right, the next rulebook I’ve got is Cogent Roleplay. Let’s see how good that one is.
#####
07/01/2020 - Too Many Rulebooks
Just to give you an idea of what’s in store for me. Here are the free RPG rulebooks I’ve
downloaded, not counting the ones I’ve read already, and how many pages they have.
13th Age Archmage Engine - 711 pages
Basic Fantasy - 170
Cogent Roleplay 67
D&D Basic Rules - 180
Eclipse - 402
Fudge - 107
Lancer - 256
And the granddaddy of them all:
Microlite Volume 1 - 1086, Vol. 2 - 306 and Extended Rules - 32
It’s funny, but a lot of these rulebooks make the claim that they’re easy to learn and don’t
have that many rules. Sure, if you’ve already played the more complicated D&D, that might
make sense. But for a casual kind of guy like me, who wants action and not tediousness, I’m not
seeing much simplicity. I still see having to look up a lot of stuff on charts, and making a lot of
extra dice rolls, and having to consider an awful lot of trivial information, such as how many hit
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points a door has. I get it. Some people want to have the fully immersive experience when they
role-play. That’s fine for them, but none of these games so far have the snap to them and a
smooth flow that I’m looking for.
I keep going back to the baseball dice games I used to play. The pitcher card faces the batter
card, I roll two dice, check the result on a chart, maybe re-roll a second time if I have to, and
then I move on to the next batter card. I can get out of an inning in a couple of minutes, and I can
finish a game up in about 45. That’s the kind of movement I’m trying to create here.
I won’t be able to replicate such a fast pace, and I understand that. In my first adventure, I
see that some characters are going to travel faster than others, some are going to get tired faster,
and I haven’t even gotten to emotional aspects such as fear, bitterness or longing, or any of that. I
think I want to create the outline of the game, test how well it works out, and move on to adding
additional stuff later, when new adventures with new parameters come along. One innovation I
might adapt is adding 1 more dice, to give me 36 results in smaller ranges instead of 6 results in
a wider column, but that is in the future, and if I run into trouble with the basic version I’m
working on today.
One thing I got from the APBA baseball games is the idea of team defense. I also saw that
in the Trolls & Tunnels rulebook, so it was fairly easy to adapt that to my project. In this idea,
the team stats are larger than the individual characters, so the team represents a bigger wall for
defense and a stronger punch on offense. My idea is that two teams will battle until one team
folds or runs off, and the damage that’s been accumulating will be randomly distributed after the
battle is over. A team most likely will not stand until the final character in it dies. They will
likely not want to continue the battle if too many of their Health points have dropped. Today, I’m
going to work on that part. The combat portion of the game will take up about 80% of the game
play, with exploration and resolution making up the rest, at least in this first scenario.
One thing I did notice in the videos I’ve been watching, is that gamers don’t really go into
the details of their RPG systems. They might show charts from the game companies, and flash
their personal tables and charts briefly, and they’ll go on and on about how a certain system is so
much better than all the others, but they hardly ever give specifics. That means I have to keep on
reading, and sometimes reading through all these game manuals is really dry and boring.
All right, so today I want to continue with the combat system, redo some of the PDF charts
I’ve created to standardize them a little more, and if I get through that I’ll maybe expand on the
Equipment chart and finish up the game rules. That should take me a couple of days. Once that’s
done I can start working on the first adventure and do some play testing.
The fun is only a few days away!
#####
07/02/2020 - Rulebook Finished
I believe I have everything I need already included in the rulebook. That includes materials
for playing the game, choosing and / or creating characters, the basics of movements, combat and
distributing points of damage. The last part I was working on was conditions for victory, but I
couldn’t really go into that in detail because I have a lot of ideas rolling around in my mind. Each
adventure, in theory, could have different paths and goals for achieving victory. I don’t want to
spoil any surprises for that!
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Today, I want to work on the Characters & Equipment chart, where I want to add details on
the Spitfire plasma rifles, and the area of effect for flash grenades. Also, I have to figure out how
much distance is covered in each movement space. Fifty yards? One hundred? I’m not sure yet
because specs for Spitfire rifles are based on M16 Assault Rifles. The effective range for M16s is
between 550 and 800 yards, while the effective range for Roach heat blasts is, oh, about 40 or 50.
That sounds like a big advantage, where Space Marines can fire off plasma bolts 3 movement
spaces ahead of them, until you consider they’ll only be hitting the hard, bony shells the Roaches
have on their backs. The area of effect of the flash grenades is very localized and limited by how
far a Space Marine can throw it.
To get players into the flavor of the novella, I may add some military jargon, maybe some
crude humor, and comments the Space Marines might make in accordance to their roles in the
novella.
What else do I want to work on? Hmm... Let me finalize what I have now, with the
rulebook and the C&E charts. Maybe tonight I will go through the notes and maps I had for the
previous versions of this game that I had in mind. I still have a lot of useful material in there. The
first version of this RPG game was going to be a card game; the second was a board game. This
one is already straying away from my 3x5 card idea, mostly because of the rulebooks I’ve been
reading through. The adventure scenarios and accompanying charts will be a pain in the butt to
copy down by hand on 3x5 cards. It’s easier to keep them on the computer screen, or to print
them out, punch holes in them, and stick them into a binder.
Also, for writing down character stats, a player can fold a paper in half height-wise, and in
half again, creating 8 smaller, vertical rectangles that could fit eight characters on a single sheet.
I’d better stick that into the rulebook right now before I forget.
You know, a little while ago I had an epic idea for another adventure that could work well
with the mechanics of this game. I don’t want to say what that idea is, because I still have a lot of
work to do before I can finalize the game itself, but I will give you a clue. The clue is Coney
Island. That’s all you’re getting for now!
#####
07/05/2020 - Working On RITA0 Adventure
This is going to be another quick post. For the last couple of days, I’ve been putting together
the first adventure for this RPG. Basically, I sectioned my novella up into a few large parts, and
I’m taking each of those parts and imagining how they might work under the game mechanics. I
didn’t originally intend to have the game so tightly controlled within the narrow scope of the
story, but it’s ending up that way. The story is basically going to drive the action, which was a
loose goal before but an obligation now that I’m actually putting it down as game-play.
The other option is to create more of an open world environment, but I can’t say I have a
whole lot of time for that. I want to say I’m about 90% done with the game’s beta version at this
point, with only the final battle left to adapt. I think I’ll finish it and post it so other people can
play it and send me feedback. I’ll be playing this a few times myself to see how smooth, or not,
game flow is. Maybe I’ll wait a couple of weeks for feedback before I make any adjustments.
I’m still watching relevant videos. I’m a big visuals guy, so at first I was hesitant about this
idea of having a game with no pictures or colorful artwork to brighten it up. After watching stuff
on Youtube by RPG solo players, I’m seeing that some like visuals such as maps and meeple for
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their games, while others are happy with simple, handwritten charts and lists. That’s a good sign,
since I do want to make this game affordable during these times of quarantine. To play my game,
you’ll only really need a notebook, a pencil, a dice, a calculator, a few random markers and a
computer screen in case you need to check on a rule.
I have been trying to keep everything simple, but sometimes I did need to toss in a couple of
extra dice rolls to clarify how many foes have appeared and who throws the first punch to start
the actual combat. I tried to keep all of that as quick and easy as possible, but I think I have
captured a sense of suspense during some of the tense moments, similar to when I’d have a
slugger facing a good pitcher in my old baseball games. Distributing damage at the end of
combat is another nail-biter, because you don’t know who got hurt the worst until you actually
roll the dice.
My test version should be finished in a day, I think. After that, the adventure will be posted
and everyone who is interested can have a crack at it.
#####
07/08/2020 - Quick Update
I’m observing that almost all of the rulebooks I’ve read claim they’re simple to understand
and easy to play games with, but that’s really not the case for me. Even a couple of videos make
that same statement, and then they have to roll the equivalent of 10 to 25 dice to get a single,
stinking play result.
I’m halfway through a two-hour play-through by Artichoke Dip, for example. At the start of
the game, his characters have to cross a river. It takes him, literally, almost 10 dice rolls to figure
out how deep the edge of the water is. Not the middle of the river, mind you, but just the EDGE!
The edge you can step into yourself if this was a real river, and say, oh, the water is only two feet
deep! And then, the moment his characters cross the river and step onto the opposite riverbank, a
mob of water monsters pursue and start a rumble with them. This takes up the first 30 minutes of
the video! This is the ‘easy’ system Dip came up with after culling the best charts and procedures
from his entire RPG game collection!
If these are ‘easy’ ways of playing RPG games, it makes me shudder at how complex the
rules for Dungeons & Dragons are. I understand how a person could want the total immersion
into a game, and if that’s you, go for it. However, having to roll dice over and over for mundane
motions is overkill for me. That’s the kind of immersion I go through when I write my stories,
but I don’t point out every time my characters crack an egg or scratch their ass. In the Cogent
Rulebook I just finished up, there are different results for teleporting a bus, a car or a human, and
there are eight different levels for each of the elementals that can be created through sorcery.
Look at this list for conjuring pyromancy elementals:
Little Sprite, Sprite, Greater Sprite, Lesser Elemental, True Elemental, Greater Elemental,
Lord Elemental, Elder Elemental
To be fair, I did like several charts from Cogent, including one on generating weather for
two days’ worth of time, and in a medieval fantasy theme, who you can expect to run into during
a random encounter at night, ranging from a peasant to a dire wolf up to a dragon. That’s cool!
Also, some of the spells mentioned have a lot of potential to find their way into my stories.
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Too much detail reminds me of Tolkienesque writing styles. The book I’m reading right
now is a trilogy titled The Chronicles Of Thomas Covenant, by Stephen Donaldson. This book
has way too much detail to it, to the point where I can only read it in spurts instead of trying to
get through a good chunk in one sitting. Twice now, a messenger arrives to tell the heroes that a
massacre occurred in another region. It takes three to four pages for the messenger to get the
words out of his mouth! By that time, the suspense is gone for me. Oh, but the messenger is worn
out and wounded, and he has to be tended to, and he slips in and out of consciousness, and the
heroes speculate for hours and days while trying to figure out what the effing news is... Sorry,
but if a goddamned messenger can’t deliver a message within the first five minutes, the shock of
the massacre that took place dozens of miles away loses its snap.
Besides, as I mentioned at the start, I’m not looking for an intricate game. Instead, I want a
game that will be a fast-paced adventure where somebody else already did all the big thinking for
me. It is bugging me that I have to go through three levels of dice rolls before each combat event.
1. Do the bad guys see us?
2. How many bad guys are there?
3. What type of bad guys are they? Tougher or weaker than my guys?
Once that is established, I can roll dice to start the squabble. The good thing is that I’m only
using 1 dice per roll, and I only have a few charts to look at.
Another problem I’m having is that the scope of the RITA0 adventure has to narrow down
extremely for me to get the characters to where they need to be for the climax, and how they
need to solve the last few obstacles. There are far less random events and chances towards the
end, by necessity, and I feel like I’m herding the characters along more than giving them chances
to figure things out for themselves.
I’m over 90% finished with the RITA0 adventure. I think I’m going to finish that up and
post it. Maybe people can go through it and see what they did and didn’t like, what worked and
what didn’t, so I can make improvements. I may not be able to do much with this first scenario,
because it does have to end a certain way, but I know for certain that my next couple of game
adventures will be totally different.
Possibly, I will finish RITA0 tonight, or maybe tomorrow if things get sticky. Also, I am
finalizing a lot of the game charts and documents and creating PDFs for them. That should make
it easier for people to download them and not have to go back and forth between the several
charts and templates I’ve posted already.
#####
07/09/2020 - About Game Mechanics
First off, I think the bulk of the work on this RPG project is now done. Earlier today I
finalized the article on my search for Tabletop RPG games, from back when I was researching
the best board game for me. The next documents that I want to work on are this Creation log and
the Rulebook I’m putting together. I won’t need to do frequent updates, but maybe two or three
times a week, or less if I don’t have a significant update.
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I do need to revamp the RITA0 adventure scenario. I can see already that the option for
multiple players as rivals will not work. The MULTI RIVALS mode will probably have its own
smaller section after the main adventure.
I will be asking for help in testing my game out, so if you’re interested in that I should be
posting an announcement on the Home / Chaos Rift RPG page soon. I probably will test my
game inside and out for the rest of July, until I’m satisfied with how smooth the game-play is.
There is a chance that I might expand from using 1 six-sided dice to 2 of them, to increase the
potential results from 6 to 36. I won’t be doing that right away, though, but only after I make
sure the mechanics are smooth. The RITA0 adventure for SOLO and MULTI CO-OP is done at
this point and people can start playing it as soon as they download the documents and templates.
Regarding game mechanics, I found an excellent resource in the website Drive Thru RPG.
This site has a ton of low to no cost downloads ranging from explaining game systems created by
lesser known publishers, offering long and short game scenarios, sample characters, maps, item
generators and even stuff like RPG-based fiction and comic books on sister sites. A lot of these
smaller publishers offer their rulebooks and one or more short adventures free so potential
customers can try before they buy.
I found a game system similar to the one I’m creating, but much simpler. It is called Micro
Chapbook RPG. The author presents dark fantasy scenarios, comparable to what I write, and he’s
created an RPG where characters from different time periods are interchangeable with the
various scenarios, again similar to what I’m doing.
It looks like a neat, little system, but it is very tiny compared even to my idea of creating a
small game. The Micro Chapbooks are only about 4 pages long, including quick character
generation, the ability to purchase armor and weapon right at the start, a random dungeon
generator and lots of combat. All of this is based one 1 or 2 dice rolls per turn. That’s pretty
innovative, but it also makes the game really tight because a player will be doing the same thing
in pretty much every adventure. Basically, this game only has 4 steps: you enter the character’s
stats, you outfit the character, you make a tiny dungeon, and you fight the baddies inside. The
window dressing can change from medieval to Cthulhu to space, but it’s not enough. Every
Chapbook adventure is free, with the rules included in each one, so you can give it a try if you’re
looking for a ten to fifteen minute quickie game.
I finished watching a two-hour game-play video by Artichoke Dip, using a system he
developed himself. The game concept wasn’t bad, but there were way too many dice rolls for my
personal tastes. The story had two adventurers travel across a river, where they fought water
monsters, across land, where they beat a giant centipede, and into a subterranean dungeon where
they faced skeleton warriors and other creatures while searching for relics and the big boss. The
combat was engaging despite the back and forth turn-based action that took about 10 to 15
minutes per encounter. I want to try to get my combat events down to 3 back and forth dice rolls
per player, or 5 minutes or less.
In the Micro Chapbooks, and in Dip’s video, the characters basically move somewhere and
fight, and then they move somewhere else and fight. After analyzing my game, I see that I’ve
done the same thing. I do have some ideas on how to run future adventures in a different pattern,
and seeing the repetitiveness in what others are doing is reinforcing the idea that at least some of
my adventures should do something different.
Moving on to another subject. Recently, I watched a video by Clownfish TV on Youtube,
where the host was ranting about how it’s taken George Martin over 9 years and he still hasn’t
finished the conclusion to A Song Of Ice And Fire (Game Of Thrones book series). I thought,
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wow, Martin must be really burned out, and like Clownfish suggested, he might never finish this
last book and the series will never have the closure that fans want. This idea of incompletion
caused me to take a good, long look at my writing.
I’ve written about 90 titles so far, with over a third of those in the medieval fantasy genre.
I’m not out of ideas, I have plenty of those, but my ideas are broad and expansive. What I am
running out of is the ground level perspective: what’s motivating my characters and how do they
do the little things in their lives? I am seeing some repetition in how I move my stories along,
where my characters are advancing in the same general way, and I don’t like that! I mean, I do
have my characters dance, and sing, and cook and build stuff, so they do the little things that
normal people do, but there are so many other things they could be doing to better develop that I
haven’t thought of.
And here is the beauty of all these RPG rulebooks and YT videos I’ve been studying. The
expert game makers are creating fresh ideas and items, and they’re presenting them in their
charts and generators, and the game playing experts are taking the best of that and creating new
things to play for themselves. This is what I do when I’m writing an article. I find the expert
opinions first, jot down what they have to say, and I compare where they agree and where they
contradict, and I form an unbiased opinion of my own from the most informative presentations
so I can see several sides of the same issue.
Some of the item generators I’ve seen in the rulebooks are really cool! Cogent’s weather
chart and random encounter generator stick out because they could really help me figure out
what my character might encounter when walking into a new population center. There are so
many generators out there that writers like me can use to spur inspiration and breathe new life
into characters that are growing lackadaisical and, dare I say it, stale?
Now that this Creation Log is winding down, and with the RPG Rulebook and RITA0
adventure nearly complete, I might start up a new article describing the many generators I’ve
come across. I could make it a challenge to write a story based mostly on game charts and dice
rolls, or on the results from the digital name / scenario / item generators found online.
That’s all I’ve got for now. Tomorrow I’ll be reviewing the Rulebook and revamping part of
the RITA0 adventure, plus I might start up a new novel, since I haven’t written anything new in
about 10 days and I hate not writing for that long!
#####
07/18/2020 - Game Issues And Night Man
After updating and finalizing all of the documents for my role-playing game, I finally had
enough time for a test run. The narrative has a good flow to it, and the explanations for how to do
things seem okay. I ran into my first big snag after I wrote 11 characters into my notebook of
graph paper. Calculating Team Attributes was fine the first time. When I had to split the main
squad up into two smaller squads, things got messy. Having the character stats in the notebook is
not going to work! I had to stop playing to remedy this issue.
Okay, my quick fix for this problem is to jot down the character stats on individual 3x5
cards. This was my original idea, except I strayed away from it to minimize game clutter. As it
turns out, I will have to return to this concept after all. I estimate that a player might have to
recalculate Team Attributes half a dozen times in the RITA0 adventure, including having to split
squads twice, not to mention when totals have to be recalculated after combat. With the 3x5
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cards next to each other and properly aligned, theoretically a player can check stats all the way
across, and then divide the total by the number of characters in the team, and note that number
down on a separate Team card. I will try this idea out probably tomorrow.
So far, everything else in the game, up to that point, was going smoothly.
A couple of other things I’d like to mention. I am writing again! My new novella or novel is
titled Night Man. It will be a medieval fantasy and horror story. The neat thing about it is that I
will be using idea generators I’ve found online, and idea charts I’ve come across in all of these
RPG rulebooks I’ve been reading through. I have already created a Weather chart, for example,
from the Cogent Roleplay rulebook. Basically, you only need two unique 6-sided die so you can
tell the first dice result apart from the second. Alternatively, you can roll a single dice twice, as
long as you have a first number and a second number. Find the die results on the chart and there
you have your weather for the next two days. Here is what the chart looks like:
Weather Chart
Roll 2 distinct die for current weather. Conditions could last up to 2 days.
Dice Roll /
Dice Roll /
%
Weather Event
%
Weather Event
(1, 1) 2.78
Blizzard
(4, 1) 11.11 Rain
(1, 2) 5.56
Snow
(4, 2) 13.89 Overcast
Mildly
(1, 3) 8.33
Cold
(4, 3) 16.67 Cloudy
(1, 4) 11.11 Rain
(4, 4) 13.89 Sunshine
(1, 5) 13.89 Overcast
(4, 5) 11.11 Hot
Mildly
(1, 6) 16.67 Cloudy
(4, 6) 8.33
Storm
(2, 1) 5.56
Snow
(5, 1) 13.89 Overcast
Mildly
(2, 2) 8.33
Cold
(5, 2) 16.67 Cloudy
(2, 3) 11.11 Rain
(5, 3) 13.89 Sunshine
(2, 4) 13.89 Overcast
(5, 4) 11.11 Hot
Mildly
(2, 5) 16.67 Cloudy
(5, 5) 8.33
Storm
(2, 6) 13.89 Sunshine
(5, 6) 5.56
Hail
Mildly
(3, 1) 8.33
Cold
(6, 1) 16.67 Cloudy
(3, 2) 11.11 Rain
(6, 2) 13.89 Sunshine
(3, 3) 13.89 Overcast
(6, 3) 11.11 Hot
Mildly
(3, 4) 16.67 Cloudy
(6, 4) 8.33
Storm
(3, 5) 13.89 Sunshine
(6, 5) 5.56
Hail
(3, 6) 11.11 Hot
(6, 6) 2.78
Disaster*
* Roll again for type of disaster.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Arid
Earthquake
Dust Storm
Fire
Earthquake
Dust Storm
Flood

Coast
Earthquake
Flood
Hurricane
Tsunami
Typhoon
Volcano

Inland
Earthquake
Dust Storm
Fire
Flood
Tornado
Volcano
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Island
Earthquake
Fire
Hurricane
Tsunami
Typhoon
Volcano

Mountains
Earthquake
Fire
Volcano
Earthquake
Fire
Volcano

Feel free to use this chart to create your stories or game scenarios.
#####
Sources:
PDF Books (Title - Producer - Web Address)
Call To Adventure Game Rules 16 pages (brotherwisegames.com)
Cogent Roleplay - Core Rule Book by Josiah and Shad Brooks (cogentroleplay.com)
Mythras Imperative rulebook from The Design Mechanism 40 pages
(www.thedesignmechanism.com)
Tunnels & Trolls rulebook from Flying Buffalo Inc. 16 pages (DriveThruRPG website*)
* I had to create a free account to get this one.
Videos (Title - Youtube Channel)
Combat 101: Ten Tips For Better Combats, Playing RPGs - Seth Skorkowsky
Run time: 20 minutes Rating 4 stars
Comments: This was a good video detailing how multiple players could go about engaging
multiple enemies on an RPG board game. The strategies of when to attack, when to flee, and
when to take a hit for the team are explained. I already had an idea of what I wanted to do for my
game, but as a solo player. When the host mentioned multiple players against multiple attackers,
I realized I’d forgotten to consider that part. I would have run into this issue eventually, but I’m
glad it was mentioned here so I can implement multiple players and also games run by Game
Masters in addition to solo mode.
Easy Ways To Be Your Own GM (Solo RPGing) - Geek Gamers
Run time: 47 minutes Rating: 5 stars
Comments: Excellent overview of imaginative ways to get your RPG game started. The
host shows a number of techniques and resources from all sorts of diverse places. She talks about
picking and choosing what works best from RPG game manuals, using items you already have at
home and re-purposing them to give you inspiration, and she goes in depth into one RPG game
design book in particular that really does seem to have every plot device covered. The title of the
book is Tome Of Adventure Design by Matthew Finch. Great video!
Game Mechanics - Solo Roleplaying #10 - Stoneaxe Tabletop Gaming
Run time: 35 minutes Rating: 2 stars
So... If you want a game with a lot of combat, choose a rule system with a lot of combat. If
you want a game with a lot of monsters, choose a game with a lot of monsters. You know, after
reading the title of this video, I sort of expected something to do with game mechanics. The best
I got is ‘some things work and some things don’t.’ That’s not what I was hoping for! That should
have earned the 1 star rating, right?
The reason I gave this video 2 stars is because Stoneaxe presented several game manuals
that he described as having simple game systems, although he never actually showed specifics.
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He went through the systems in a general way, and pointed out which ones allowed for less
monsters and more exploring, and he also showed a notebook with a lot of handwritten charts
he’d culled together from multiple game systems to create an RPG for himself. The part where
Stoneaxe talked about where he got his ideas and what he was looking for in game design was
well understood. So, despite that I never learned about game mechanics, I saw where he was
coming from and the resources that worked best for him, and that part of the video was fine.
I Decided To Make My Own Gaming System - Artichoke Dip
Run time: 26 minutes Rating: 4 stars
Comments: The host goes into how he pulled RPG game mechanics from various game
manuals he owns, including some innovations and kinks he had to work out. The premise for his
new game is very interesting. Think about this: World War II ends with the worldwide use of
nuclear weapons. After seven years, the survivors emerge from their bunkers to discover a new
world with mutated humans and, get this, Cthulhu-type monsters are roaming around. I have a
horror novel with a similar idea titled Rothschild Apocalypse, that I want to write a sequel to
eventually, and having the Cthulhu aspect thrown in with a massive End Of World scenario and
the Rothschild banking families trying to be the phoenix rising out of the ashes, Order Out Of
Chaos, Global Reset, etc., well that gives me a woody... I mean, that idea sounds really cool!
Putting It All Together - The Solo RPG Guy’s Solo RPG Experience. Prepping The Game Solo RPG Guy
Run time: 33 minutes Rating: 4 stars
Comments: This video follows along in the same path as the Game Mechanics video I
watched earlier. This one gets 4 stars because the subject matter is relevant, where RPG Guy
goes into detail on what resources he used to put his games together. By this time, I have
watched enough videos to start seeing trends among gamers. I wonder why very few of them try
to create their own tables, like I’m doing? Every host I’ve watched so far is taking bits and
pieces from their favorite games and creating something like a Frankenstein monster for their
final result. That’s cool. Like RPG guy says, as long as you’re having fun!
Solo Lovecraftian RPGing - Geek Gamers
Run time: 51 minutes Rating: 5 stars
Comments: GG shows us a new, Lovecraft-based RPG game called Silent Legions. In
building her game, she used the Legions rulebook as the foundation, but also thought to use a
number of resources from other games. GG shows us her collection of Mythos cards that have a
ton of characters, spells and locations, and some other supplementary material.
I love how this woman prepares her game! She goes all out in creating her characters, in
setting up locations, in all sorts of details up to including a back-story for the monsters her team
will eventually come up against. This is written as if she were setting up an outline for a novel.
I’ll detail her story a little bit. We have a socialite trying to convince a university scholar to
investigate some strange things that are going on. This might lead them to discover underground
passages at the university. They are going to fight skeletons down there. Also, in a second act,
the two head to the docks where they meet a tough guy who may lead them to an even more
powerful skeleton. Definitely, I could use this for inspiration to write at least a novella!
Tabletop RPG Game Design Tips With Mark Nau - 5 Minute Tabletop
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Run time: 53 minutes Rating: 1 star
Comments: This video had nothing to do with game design. Instead, the discussion was
about presenting new RPG ideas to player groups and how to collect feedback. About a third of
the conversation focused on LARPing. I sat through this waiting for specifics, but they never got
talked about. This was a suck-ass video.
The 4 Things Every Solo Roleplayer Needs - Solo RPG Guy
Run time: 29 minutes Rating:
Comments: RPG Guy’s four necessities 1. Choose what rule system you want to use.
Simple rule systems: Ancient Odysseys, Legends Of Fantasy, The Fantasy Trip, The Thing
In The Lake
Average rule systems: Forbidden Lands, Open Legends, The Fantasy Trip, Shadow Of The
Demon Lord
Heavy rule systems: Dungeon Fantasy, Dungeons & Dragons
2. Generate game tables, NPCs and items quickly.
Resources: Forbidden Lands, Lone Wilderlands, PACS system, Runebound, Shadow Of
The Demon Lord, Table Fables, The GameMaster’s Apprentice
3. An oracle to answer Yes and No questions.
Resources: Mythic Fate chart, The GameMaster’s Apprentice
4. What type of game do you want to play?
This focuses on the specific player’s personal playing style. Action-driven, story-driven,
random encounters, hex crawl, thematic scope, etc. Forbidden Lands is recommended.
The Art Of Solo RPG Gaming - Artichoke Dip
Run time: 2 hours 14 minutes Rating: 5 stars
Comments: This is a long game-play video at over 2 hours. I watched it over the course of 3
days when I took a break from working on some other stuff. This could be a boring video to
watch, unless you’re like me and studying how a self-made RPG game will work in real life.
The host goes through very detailed explanations on what he’s doing and what game
mechanics he’s using to advance the story. Yes, the story is simple in that his characters only
cross a river, travel across land for a short distance, and then enter a castle and its dungeon, and it
seems there was a monster waiting at each turn. However, for me the point wasn’t the story,
since I have a good story already as a foundation for my game. Instead, I was more interested in
the length of time it took to advance characters and story, and how the action moved along with
so many dice rolls. As far as seeing what worked and what did not, this was an excellent example
of solo RPG gaming.
Also, I’m noticing that many gamers are using the Fate and Mythos oracles. I don’t really
like the idea of asking a question out in the open like that, as if an invisible Game Master was
around, and in truth, there is an aspect of witchcraft in that. Anyway, that’s a minor peeve and
not critical of this particular gamer, only an observation on some of the items I keep seeing
gamers use in their game-play.
The GameMaster’s Apprentice videos - Nathan Rockwood
Run time: 7 min., 4 min., 2 min., for three videos, titled Story Generation Demo, Game
Engine Demo and Fantasy Adventure Demo Rating: 3 stars
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Comments: I was curious about this set of game cards after watching Solo RPG Guy’s
review. After watching the way the designer described their use, however, I kind of soured on
them. I can see how someone could write a story around the clues being shown, and I get that I
don’t have to follow the sequence exactly as Rockwood showed. However, I don’t like the idea
that the story has to trip over the clues in such an exaggerate manner. The clues in Rockwood’s
example seem to be running the story, forcing Rockwood to narrow down the possibilities. For
me, I think half of the information on the cards would have been enough; the rest is clutter that in
my writing style and perspective would only serve to piss me off as I’m trying to work them into
a story.
The Solo RPG Guy reviews The GameMaster’s Apprentice
Run time: 19 minutes Rating: 4 stars
Comments: I was intrigued when RPG Guy mentioned this product in an earlier video, and
since he’d already posted a review for it, I went ahead and had a look. The game mechanism
isn’t explained, but the story cards were, and let me tell you, they do have a lot of information
packed into them. There are some aspects that might be too complex for a quick story, or too
much creativity might be taken away from a storyteller if too much reliance is placed on these
cards. All the same, I see a lot of stuff that would be very helpful for me to add on side-quests to
a larger plot.
Tunnels & Trolls - Naked Doom by Glowing Turtle
Run time: 24 minutes Rating: 4 stars
Comments: I watched this to get a better idea of how the game-play works. The host did a
good job in explaining things, and he had color commentary for the combat scenes. I did not like
that a battle between his character and a troll took like ten rounds to get through. I’m going to
aim my combat sequences to last three rounds, I think.
Tunnels & Trools Overview And Adapting To Solo Play by Solo RPG Guy
Run time: 36 minutes Rating: 4 stars
Comments: Previously, I’d read the 16 page T&T game rules. RPG Guy gives us a quick
skim through the 386 pages of the Deluxe T&T Rulebook. There is a lot to learn about this game
in its complexity and depth. RPG Guy also gives us his thoughts at the end of the video. T&T is
math-heavy, and in solo adventures some monsters are vastly overpowered compared to a low
level, starting adventurer. I noticed this myself when playing the solo adventure at the end of the
16 page rulebook.
A couple of things the host said turned me off. He mentioned that some monsters have 20d6
or 25d6 dice rolls. That means a player has to roll a d6 dice 20 to 25 times to get a result. I keep
hearing that T&T is much easier than Dungeons & Dragons, and that may be so, but that many
dice rolls are absurd! One of the best features, I hope, from the game I’m creating is to minimize
dice rolls to 1 or 2, except in the case of combat, but even then I want my combat encounters
over at around five back and forth turns in battles. That is true simplicity!
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